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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Accurate and full reporting of evaluation of interventions in health research is needed for evidence synthesis and informed decision-making. Evidence suggests that biases and incomplete reporting affect the assessment of study validity and the ability to include this data in secondary research. The Transparent Reporting of Evaluations with Non-randomised Designs (TREND) reporting guideline was developed to improve the transparency and accuracy of the reporting of behavioural and public health evaluations with non-randomised designs. Evaluations of reporting guidelines have shown that they can be effective in improving reporting completeness. Although TREND occupies a niche within reporting guidelines, and despite it being 8 years since publication, no study yet has assessed its impact on reporting completeness or investigated what factors affect its use by authors and journal editors. This protocol describes two studies that aim to redress this.

Methods and analysis: Study 1 will use an observational design to examine the uptake and use of TREND by authors, and by journals in their instructions to authors. A comparison of reporting completeness and study quality of papers that do and do not use TREND to inform reporting will be made. Study 2 will use a cross-sectional survey to investigate what factors inhibit or facilitate authors’ and journal editors’ use of TREND. Semi-structured interviews will also be conducted with a subset of authors and editors to explore findings from study 1 and the surveys in greater depth.

Ethics and dissemination: These studies will generate evidence of how implementation and dissemination of the TREND guideline has affected reporting completeness in studies with experimental, non-randomised designs within behavioural and public health research. The project has received ethics approval from the Research Ethics Committee of the Peninsula College of Medicine and Dentistry, Universities of Exeter and Plymouth.

INTRODUCTION

It is frequently acknowledged that the quality and completeness of reporting of health and medical research is highly varied.1 As there is no consensus on definition of ‘quality’, nor on how to assess the quality of the design and reporting of a study, it is clear that studies that are not described in sufficient...
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detail cause many practical and ethical problems for researchers and policy makers. For example, a poorly reported study makes it impossible for it to be replicated or for the results to be compared with the existing knowledge, generalised to other populations or its data included in systematic reviews and meta-analyses.

Reporting guidelines were conceived of as an innovation designed to redress incomplete and/or variable quality of reporting of research. A reporting guideline is a checklist, flow diagram or explicit text to guide authors in reporting a specific type of research, developed using explicit methodology. Over 190 reporting guidelines have been developed since 1996 when the guidelines for randomised controlled trials (RCTs)—Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT)—were first published. Reporting guidelines have since been developed for many specific types of study designs such as non-randomised designs (Transparent Reporting of Evaluations with Non-randomised Designs (TREND)), observational studies (Strengthening Reporting of Observational studies in Epidemiology (STROBE)), specialisations such as diagnostic test accuracy (Standards for the Reporting of Diagnostic Test Accuracy studies (STARD)) and interventions in acupuncture (Standards for Reporting Interventions in Clinical Acupuncture Trials (STRICTA)). More recently, the Enhancing Quality and Transparency of Health Research Network (EQUATOR) was established in 2006 to further support the promotion, dissemination and development of reporting guidelines.

Use of reporting guidelines

Although views differ on who should use reporting guidelines, they can be and are used by a range of people in a variety of roles including: experienced and inexperienced authors, journals, publishers, journal editors and article reviewers (though not as a quality-assessment tool). For example, if reporting guidelines are applied by an author in the course of writing up a study, the reporting guideline can: help remove ambiguity from what was actually done and hence facilitate or enable replication of the study, enable an accurate assessment of biases that might have affected the results and enable data extraction from the study for meta-analyses. Similarly, how a reporting guideline is ‘used’ also depends on the role and purpose the person has for applying or referring to the guideline. A researcher might use a reporting guideline to help inform study design and reporting, whereas a journal editor might use the guideline as part of their instruction to authors and require a checklist to be submitted with the manuscript. Use of reporting guidelines is thus person, role or context specific.

The following two brief quotes highlight fundamental issues relevant to the successful dissemination and uptake of reporting guidelines.

Reporting guidelines are only a tool, and like all tools they help only if used.

Our (Implementation Science) instructions to authors already state our support for reporting guidelines, but it is worth restating here because many authors seem not to use them.

O’Connor’s quote makes the point that reporting guidelines are themselves inert and require deliberate application by, for example, an author or journal editor, before they can affect reporting completeness. Eccles et al also highlight that, though the journal Implementation Science has recommended the use of reporting guidelines by including a reference to them in the journal’s instructions to authors; it is still up to the authors to apply the guidelines to their research—something that, apparently, most have not done. This begs the questions of why authors have not done so, and what would have increased the likelihood of them doing so? For the TREND guideline, these questions will be addressed in study 2.

Reporting guidelines and challenges of evaluating their impact

Despite the proliferation of reporting guidelines there have been relatively few studies investigating the impact or effect that they have had on reporting completeness and study quality. Still, it is possible to assess or measure the impact of reporting guidelines in numerous ways. For example, the impact of reporting guidelines could be measured by examining their level of uptake (eg, how frequently they are ‘used’ by researchers or editors) or by assessing any differences in reporting completeness between papers that do and do not use reporting guidelines.

Evaluations of the impact of reporting guidelines on reporting quality need to consider three key issues. First, there is an absence of an agreed definition of reporting and study quality, and how a term is defined and operationalised has implications for how and what is measured in assessment of a study. The ‘quality’ of a study cannot be measured by using the same criteria in all circumstances (hence, arguably, the proliferation of so many research-reporting guidelines). A decision on whether a study is of high or low ‘quality’ is typically reached by logic based on the accumulated presence of prespecified attributes. It is thus possible for two studies that are regarded as high ‘quality’ to differ in some of their specific attributes. Second, given that there is no universally agreed definition of ‘quality’, there is no ‘gold standard’ measure of ‘quality’. A range of methods have been used to assess reporting completeness and study quality, and the difficulties of doing so are well documented. For example, Jüni et al assessed study quality using 25 different measures to score 17 RCTs. Their study revealed that depending on the measure used, different ratings of quality were obtained for the same study. This result illustrated how different assessment tools might focus on different aspects of study design or measure it in different ways and thus
reach a different conclusion as to overall quality. Others in more recent papers have argued that it is actually more important to examine specific methodological aspects of a paper than to refer to a summary or global rating of quality.17 18 Third, following the publication of reporting guidelines, it is reasonable to expect that there is a time lag between publication and uptake of the recommendations. Undertaking an evaluation prematurely in the course of the dissemination of the guideline is likely to yield results that show little or no effect on reporting completeness.19 Following the first evaluation of CONSORT which covered the 2 years immediately following publication of the guidelines,20 it has been recognised that allowing a period of at least 18–24 months following the publication of reporting guidelines is more appropriate.18

In consideration of these issues, the current studies will cover a period from 2000 to the present, and use two measures of study quality in addition to a measure of reporting completeness.

Example: the use and impact of the CONSORT reporting guidelines

The CONSORT reporting guidelines for RCTs have been revised several times, are frequently cited by authors, widely endorsed by health and medical journals, editorial associations and have been evaluated in numerous studies.21 Studies that have examined the use of reporting guidelines have most frequently focused on if and how guidelines such as CONSORT are used by journals in their instructions to authors22–24 and, less frequently, how journal editors and reviewers use guidelines.25 Although CONSORT is widely supported (it is endorsed by over 50% of the core medical journals listed in the Abridged Index Medicus on PubMed)22 within samples of high impact factor medical journals, it has been reported that less than half the journals included a specific mention or reference to CONSORT in their instructions to authors (in 2005 and 2008, respectively)22 23 and more recently, that fewer adhere to the guidelines,24 or advise peer reviewers to use the guidelines.25

Two early evaluations on the impact of the CONSORT guidelines on reporting completeness revealed inconsistent and smaller than anticipated effects in improvements in reporting of RCTs.18 26 A more recent review however reported stronger evidence suggesting that CONSORT is associated with improved reporting of RCTs.27

Given that the CONSORT guidelines have been widely used and evaluated, they can serve as a benchmark for gauging the uptake and impact of other reporting guidelines.

The TRED reporting guideline

Although randomised controlled study designs are held to be the gold standard of comparative effectiveness research, the study design is not always appropriate or possible when evaluating behavioural and or public health interventions. Instead, evaluations using non-randomised designs are frequently used. Non-randomised designs are, however, more susceptible to biases affecting internal validity, and reports that do not fully and or transparently describe the content and context of a study (eg, details of an intervention) limit readers’ ability to assess external validity. In 2004, Des Jarlais et al28 published the TRED reporting guideline (hereafter referred to as ‘TRED’) and accompanying checklist to address the issue of incomplete reporting in studies of behavioural and public health interventions using non-randomised designs. The development of the guideline and checklist were based on the CONSORT (2001) reporting guidelines for RCTs. TRED focused on the reporting of “theories used and descriptions of intervention and comparison conditions, research design, and methods of adjusting for possible biases in evaluations that use nonrandomised designs” (ref. 5 p 361). TRED was to be used for...

...intervention evaluation studies using nonrandomized designs, not for all research using nonrandomized designs. Intervention evaluation studies would necessarily include (1) a defined intervention that is being studied and (2) a research design that provides for an assessment of the efficacy or effectiveness of the intervention... (p 362)

A website maintained by Centre for Disease Control and Prevention (http://www.cdc.gov/trendstatement/) provides information about the guideline and serves as a portal through which researchers can provide feedback to the guideline developers. Despite this facility, published articles commenting on limitations of TRED, a statement on the website indicating that TRED will be revised periodically and that the CONSORT checklist (on which TRED was based) has been changed, no revisions or amendments to the TRED checklist have been published.28 29

The decision to examine the uptake and impact of TRED was based on a combination of three factors. First, although problems exist with reporting of non-randomised trials in public health,26 30 there is an acknowledged need to include evidence from these evaluations into evidence synthesis.2 29 TRED was developed to help increase the reporting completeness of such intervention studies and, in turn, make data extraction for evidence synthesis easier.5 However, it is unknown whether the guideline has met this objective. (Study 1 will address the first part of this question.) Second, TRED occupies a niche within the repository of reporting guidelines in that they are specifically intended for experimental (rather than observational) studies, in which participants are allocated to an experimental condition using a non-random method such as allocation to an intervention depending on date of birth, date of admission to hospital or geographical location. The allocation of participants to an intervention condition by an investigator using a non-random method thus differentiates it from a study being observational—in which case STROBE guidelines could be applied—or
Aims and approach to evaluating the impact of the TREND reporting guideline

Results from two systematic reviews of the diffusion of innovations in health services will inform the approach to evaluating the impact of TREND (in this case, the ‘innovation’). The results from these reviews have highlighted the need for implementation research to take into consideration a broad range of factors when evaluating an intervention. For example, evaluations should consider the importance of context and investigate factors such as the formal and informal decision-making processes, and the impact of different professional groups’ perspectives, knowledge base and skill set on the successful diffusion of innovations.

In this project, developing a coherent picture of where and how TREND has been used will provide valuable contextual information, to the assessment of study design and reporting completeness (study 1). Subsequent questionnaires and interviews with authors and journal editors will, for example, yield information from different professionals/academic backgrounds on the decision-making process underlying decisions to use (or not) reporting guidelines (study 2).

The proposed project will address the following primary research questions in two studies:

1. How is TREND used by authors of research articles?
2. How is TREND used in journals’ ‘instructions to authors’?
3. What is the impact of TREND on the reporting completeness of articles which have used TREND?
4. What factors affect authors’ and journal editors’ use of TREND and other reporting guidelines in behavioural and public health evaluations?

Questions 1, 2 and 3 will be addressed in study 1, and question 4 in study 2. Overall, the proposed studies will add the following new information to the existing literature: a description of where, when and how TREND has been used; an analysis and evaluation of the impact that TREND has had on reporting completeness of non-randomised, experimental studies; and, it will gather primary research evidence on factors that affect authors’ and editors’ use of reporting guidelines.

STUDY 1: THE UPTAKE AND IMPACT ON REPORTING COMPLETENESS OF THE TREND REPORTING GUIDELINE

Aim

1. Describe the uptake or use of TREND by authors and its use by journals in the instructions to authors.
2. Assess the impact of TREND on reporting completeness and study quality in a sample of studies that do and do not use TREND.

It is hypothesised that articles that report using TREND will have higher levels of reporting completeness, but not necessarily study quality than a sample of papers that could have, but have not, indicated the use of TREND. In addition, it is hypothesised that differences in reporting completeness will be affected by the amount the paper used TREND and the impact factor of the journal in which it was published.

METHODS

Design

Study 1 will be conducted in two parts. The first part will be an exploratory study to examine the uptake of TREND and generate a description of where and how TREND is used by authors, and how TREND is used by a sample of journals by examining their instructions to authors. The second part of study 1 will use an observational method contrasting a sample of papers that do and do not use TREND to guide reporting (post-TREND publication).

Study inclusion and exclusion criteria

In the first instance, studies will be included if they are identified by Scopus or Web of Science as having cited Des Jarlais et al. A subset of papers will be identified and selected for the purpose of assessment of reporting completeness and quality if they use TREND and are published in English. For the purposes of this study, ‘use’ of TREND is defined and operationalised as the reference, within a published article, to TREND being referred to, to inform or guide the planning, conduct and/or reporting of the research study and results.

Limiting the sample to papers published in English will unfortunately limit the generalisability of the results.

Study identification

Part 1

The procedure for identifying papers that cite the original TREND publication will be as follows:

1. Studies that potentially use TREND will be identified by conducting a search, using the ‘cited by’ function for papers that cite the TREND reporting guideline by Des Jarlais et al. As it has been established previously that individual databases such as Scopus and Web of Science do not cover all citations, both will be searched to increase the chances of identifying a more representative sample of papers that cite Des Jarlais et al.
2. An additional search for papers that use TREND but might not cite Des Jarlais et al, instead referring to the CDC website, will be conducted by using Issue Crawler. (Issue Crawler is a free-to-use computer program available at: https://www.issuecrawler.net/
that searches the Internet for references to specific URLs.)

3. The search results from each database will be combined. Duplicates will be identified and removed using the ‘de-duplicate’ function in EndnoteX5 and through a manual check of the combined search results. Where duplicate references are identified, the one with most bibliographic information will be retained.

4. Abstracts and titles for each of the papers that cite TREND will be screened for references to use of TREND, English language and the type of paper. The number of studies that cite Des Jarlais et al but are not in English (and thus excluded from this research) will be recorded and subsequently reported.

The first author, TF, will primarily be responsible for screening the articles that cite TREND for indications or descriptions of use of the guideline. Dual screening is not routinely planned due to the specific focus of the search, that is, only papers that cite TREND will be identified. If there is any uncertainty or ambiguity within a paper as to whether or not TREND has been used, MP and JP will be consulted. In the event that this does not resolve the uncertainty, the corresponding author of the paper will be contacted by email to clarify whether or not TREND has been used in any way during the conduct or reporting of the study.

5. If, in the abstract, there is no reference to TREND and the paper is, for example, an editorial, or letter (ie, it is not an evaluation or study with a non-randomised experimental design) the full-text article will not be retrieved. Data capturing the details of these papers will be recorded.

6. If there is or is not a reference to TREND in the abstract and the paper reports a study where TREND could possibly have been used the full-text article will be retrieved. A conservative approach will be adopted to decrease the likelihood of missing any studies that use TREND.

7. Following electronic retrieval of the full-text article, an electronic search within the article using the ‘find’ function will be conducted to establish how TREND has been used. The term ‘TREND’ will be used initially as the search term as this acronym is included in the original citation of the TREND guidelines. If the acronym is not found, a search for the point, where the Des Jarlais et al article was cited, will be conducted to ensure that any use of the guidelines was not made in a descriptive way.

8. The journals that have published studies that cited Des Jarlais et al, and journals listed as TREND supporters on the CDC website will be searched for reference to TREND in their instructions to authors.

A search for a comparison group of papers, published 2 years after TREND would be able to, but do not, use TREND will be undertaken. (The delay of 2 years allows for changes in reporting that might naturally have occurred during the dissemination of TREND.) Searching for public health literature presents challenges owing to there being no specific public health databases and no standardised ‘public health language’. Similarly, there are no standardised requirements to refer to study design in headings or abstracts, and the term ‘non-randomised’ includes a range of study designs and is used relatively infrequently. Despite these challenges, the search strategy for a sample of comparison studies will be guided by Furlan et al who have demonstrated that it is possible to identify non-randomised studies using a focused search strategy.

The search terms referring to study design and field will be extracted from Des Jarlais et al 2004 and papers that use TREND. (The final search terms and strategy will be reported in a subsequent publication.) The search strategy will aim to strike a balance between the use of specific (eg, pre–post study) and generic or broad search terms (eg, health) which would probably be too exclusive or inclusive, respectively resulting in search results that are too small or large.

The search will be conducted within MEDLINE, PsycINFO and EMBASE. Owing to limited resources, the search period will start from the period of 2006 and end on the present period, and publications in English.

Search results will be screened by title and abstract to exclude papers that do not fall within the scope of TREND. Twenty-five per cent of the search results will be randomly selected and double-screened by a second screener—this will be shared between MP and JP. Discrepancies between decisions regarding including or excluding the paper will be resolved through discussion. In the event that this does not resolve the discrepancy, a third opinion (from RA) will be sought regarding the relevance of the paper for inclusion in the pool of potential comparators.

An equal number of comparator articles (not citing TREND) will be randomly selected from the search as studies with equal group sizes are most efficient. The total number of comparators thus will be limited by the total number of papers that use TREND (a subset of the papers that cite TREND) and will not be known until after screening of the papers that cite Des Jarlais et al. Consequently, it is possible that this study will be underpowered. We will undertake a post hoc power analysis to check this possibility and take the result into consideration when discussing the implications of the study.

All included papers will then be assessed for reporting completeness and study quality using the measures described below.

Outcomes
Primary outcome
The primary outcome measure will be reporting completeness of studies using experimental non-randomised
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designs. Reporting completeness will be measured as a percentage of the total number of items from the TREND checklist reported in the study.

With regard to the assessing use of TREND by journals, this will be measured as a categorical variable indicating the presence or absence of a reference to TREND in the journal’s instructions to authors.

Assessing reporting completeness

In order to minimise the chance of reaching a self-evident conclusion, that is, when using the TREND checklist to assess reporting completeness, one finds that studies that use TREND have higher levels of reporting completeness than studies that do not use TREND—we sought to locate a second measure of reporting completeness. Numerous checklists for assessing reporting completeness were considered in addition to TREND (eg, extensions to CONSORT; the STROBE checklist; and, the Standards for Quality Improvement Reporting Excellence (SQUIRE). However, though there is some overlap between checklists, they typically differed on the majority of items. For example, the differences between TREND and the SQUIRE and STROBE checklists related predominantly to focus of the field of study and the specific nature of their respective targeted study designs. We, therefore, decided to use only the TREND checklist to identify the presence or absence of information considered important for reporting evaluations with non-randomised designs.

Although the TREND checklist is the only measure used to assess reporting completeness, we will also assess study quality (below). This will provide us with a second, albeit indirect, measure of reporting completeness. In using the study quality measures in addition to the TREND checklist, if information on a particular item cannot be determined from the study report, this can be interpreted and coded as representing a gap in reporting.

TREND checklist: The TREND checklist is made up of a total of 21 ‘items’ (58 including subitems) that refer to the title and abstract, introduction, methodology, results and discussion sections. Most, but not all, of the items on the checklist have more than one sub-item, and all require a response to indicate their presence (‘yes’) or absence (‘no’).

There are no instructions in the TREND statement on what to do if items in the checklist are not relevant to a study. For the purposes of this study, the project team agreed a priori that if items in the checklist are not relevant to a study, this would be noted and the denominator reduced accordingly when calculating the percentage of reporting completeness. Similarly, if there are multiple components to an item whereby it might be possible to indicate that a part is present (ie, ‘yes’) and another absent (ie ‘no’) an appropriate fraction of completeness will be given. For example, if there are two components to an item and only one is present, half a ‘point’ would be taken into consideration for calculation of reporting completeness.

It is important to note that the TREND checklist is not designed to generate an overall rating of quality of the study. However, one could argue that the more items from the checklist are present in the study, higher the reporting quality.

Secondary outcomes

Study quality as measured by the Effective Public Health Practice Project Quality Assessment Tool (EPHPP-QA) and the Graphical appraisal tool for epidemiological studies (GATE) revised by the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) will be the main secondary outcome. It is recognised that if the use of TREND is related to improved reporting completeness, studies that do not use TREND are likely to have greater amounts of missing information which, in turn, would make study quality harder to assess. However, currently, there is no established method of adjusting the assessment of study quality allowing for reporting completeness. An approach could be developed or added to the project whereby corresponding authors are contacted and requested to provide the information not reported in the original publication. This approach would enable a more accurate assessment of study quality but is beyond the scope of this project.

Assessing study quality

The EPHPP-QA and revised GATE tools have been selected for their utility in assessing studies using a range of designs, and because there are differences in the range of questions and response options covered by each measure. The Newcastle-Ottawa Scale was also considered for use in this study but deemed to be too narrow in its focus on case–control studies to be likely to be relevant to many studies included in the samples.

Revised GATE: GATE was revised by NICE with a view to making it appropriate for assessing most of the study designs used in health-related interventions. The revised GATE has five sections covering: population, method of allocation to intervention and comparison, outcomes, analyses, summary and has a total of 28 items. Section 1 (population) is intended to assess external validity, and the remaining sections are intended to assess internal validity. Item response options include ‘good’, ‘mixed’, ‘poor’, ‘not reported’ and ‘not applicable’. An overall rating of the study’s internal and external validity is made by assessors.

EPHPP-QA: The EPHPP-QA tool is designed to generate an overall rating of the quality of the research design. The first six of the eight components are used to inform a global rating on an ordinal scale. The EPHPP-QA tool has 21 items in 8 components assessing: selection bias, study design, confounders, blinding, data collection methods, withdrawals and dropouts, intervention integrity and analysis. The tool is intended to be used to generate an overall rating of the study—strong,
moderate or weak—which is derived from ratings of the six components of study quality. In addition, there are prompts on the scoring sheet for two reviewers to discuss their respective ratings of the paper before reaching an agreed, overall rating of study quality.

The EPHPP-QA also has support and evidence for its construct and content validity, test–retest reliability and is reportedly easy to use taking approximately 10–15 min to complete.²

If data relevant to an item on the revised GATE or EPHPP tools cannot be determined from the study report this will be recorded and used to inform the assessment of reporting completeness.

Data collection and analysis

Descriptive and multivariate analyses will be undertaken using PASW Statistics 18. Details of the planned analyses for parts 1 and 2 of study 1 follow.

Part 1

Data will be collected on the following to map the characteristics of studies that use TREND:

▸ Number of citations of Des Jarlais et al⁴ by year of publication.
▸ How authors report how they have applied the guideline to/within their work.
▸ Whether or not the authors have cited the original guideline reference, but not actually applied the guidelines to their study design, conduct or report.
▸ The field of the paper that TREND has been used in.
▸ How much of TREND has been applied.
▸ Study design.
▸ Country in which study was conducted.
▸ Description of size of the group that the intervention being evaluated (eg, one-to-one, group-based and community-wide).
▸ Characteristics of the target population (eg, age, socioeconomic status and ethnicity).
▸ Instruction by journals and/or journal editors to reviewers to use reporting guideline checklists to inform recommendations for an article’s publication.
▸ Journal impact factor.

Descriptive statistics will be calculated to generate a portrait of the uptake and use of TREND.

Part 2

Prior to assessing reporting completeness and study quality, and in order to improve consistency between reviewers, the methods of applying the TREND checklist, EPHPP-QA and revised GATE will be discussed. One reviewer (TF) will assess all the included papers for reporting completeness and study quality. A randomly selected sample of 20–25% of all papers will be assessed by a second reviewer (MP or JP). A check of inter-rater reliability will be conducted and any significant discrepancies between reviewers will be resolved through discussion. If this does not resolve the discrepancy, a third reviewer will assess the paper and act as an adjudicator.

Details of publications such as journal title and year of publication will not be concealed from reviewers as there is no strong evidence to indicate that this affects assessment of reporting completeness and study quality.¹⁸ We considered the possibility of blinding reviewers to whether or not TREND was used in a particular study as this could reduce the impact of biases during the assessment of reporting completeness and study quality phase. The project is, however, only funded for one effective full-time staff member (TF) and thus precludes the additional staff time required to oversee the process of blinding. TF will be responsible for undertaking the searches, screening and reviewing, whereas MP and JP will be involved in both screening and reviewing of papers. The multiple roles that the authors have thus make concealment of whether or not TREND was used impossible, and represents a limitation of the study.

Following the assessment of reporting completeness and study quality, data regarding a journal’s current use of TREND in their ‘instructions to authors’ will be retrieved from the respective journal’s website. As in the method described by Kunath et al,⁴ if two or more journals refer to the same instructions to authors on the same publisher’s website, they will be treated as independent journals.⁶ Last, whether or not there is a requirement for completed checklists to be submitted, with journal papers, will be recorded.

The information collected will predominantly be quantitative, categorical data reflecting the presence or absence of information relating to the use of TREND and characteristics of the journals in which the papers appear. Where authors and journals’ instructions to authors describe the use of TREND, the text will be copied verbatim and categorised.

Analysis of covariance and descriptive statistics will be used to examine the frequencies and differences that exist in reporting completeness between papers that do and do not use TREND. Details regarding journal impact factor, whether the journal refers to TREND in its instructions to authors, or is listed as a ‘supporter’ of TREND on the CDC website, and the number of sections or components of TREND that a paper uses will be recorded and used as covariates in the analyses.

In addition, descriptive statistics will be used to examine similarities and differences in the assessment of study quality with EPHPP-QA and revised GATE.

STUDY 2: FACTORS THAT AFFECT THE USE OF THE TREND REPORTING GUIDELINE

Aim

This second, exploratory, study aims to collect primary research data from a sample of authors and journal editors regarding factors that influence the use of TREND. We predict that a combination of personal (eg, perceptions of the benefits of using reporting guidelines), practical (eg, journal requirements) and ‘environmental’ (eg, supporting material regarding TREND)
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Factors will determine the use or otherwise of TREND. Furthermore, we expect that when (or if) journals require authors to indicate that they have adhered to reporting guidelines when submitting a manuscript for publication, that this will override any personal preference or beliefs regarding the merits of reporting guidelines.

METHODS
Design
A cross-sectional survey will investigate what factors inhibit or facilitate authors and journal editors’ use of TREND. Semi-structured interviews will be conducted after the surveys to explore issues not suited to an electronic survey with limited range of response options. The methods for the survey and semi-structured interviews will be described, consecutively.

Author and editor survey
Sample and recruitment
A purposive sample of authors and journal editors will be recruited into study 2. The sample of the authors will comprise of the nominated corresponding author of papers that have used TREND and those that have not indicated use of TREND. Editors who are invited to participate in the study will be those who edit journals that have published the papers included in study 1. Editors and authors must also be fluent English speakers, and conduct research or edit journals in the fields of behavioural and public health (ie, they are within the targeted scope of TREND). The time period covered in study 2 will range from 2000 to the present.

Publicly available contact details of the corresponding authors and editors will be used to invite potential participants into the study. The initial email invitation will provide information about why they are being invited to participate, the degree of involvement required, an informed consent form and contact details of the lead investigator should they have any questions about participating in the study. Two weeks following the initial email invitation, the participants will be sent a second email with a copy of the questionnaire, an informed consent form attached and instructions on how to complete and return the survey. The maximum sample size will be limited by the number of studies that report using TREND and the comparators included in study 1.

A question within the survey will ask participants if they would like to take part in an additional, subsequent semi-structured interview.

No financial incentive to participate in the study will be offered. In order to maximise the response rate, participants will be emailed up to two reminders to complete and return the questionnaire.

Data collection procedures
The questionnaire is expected to take approximately 15 min to complete and will predominantly be quantitative in nature. Participants will use Likert-type scales with dropdown menus to indicate their responses. Open questions designed to capture qualitative data will also be included. Participants will be able to respond using free text fields to address these questions.

Measures
Self-report questionnaires will be developed for authors and journal editors, respectively. The questions will relate to perceived barriers and facilitators of the use of reporting guidelines and will be developed from the literature on reporting guidelines and diffusion of innovation, and the findings of study 1. Experienced staff within the Institute of Health Services Research (IHSR), University of Exeter Medical School, Exeter (UK), will review the structure and wording of the items to enhance content and face validity.

Questionnaires will be written in, and saved as Microsoft Excel files. The questionnaires will be pre-tested to evaluate whether potential respondents are likely to interpret questions in a consistent manner. Depending on the feedback received at this stage items might be worded or removed. Pilot testing with a small convenience sample of authors and journal editors working within the IHSR and Peninsula Technology Assessment Group (PenTAG), University of Exeter Medical School, Exeter (UK), will take place. Pilot testing will further assess the relevance of items, administrative ease of completing the questionnaire and the time it takes to complete the questionnaire. Feedback at this stage of the development of the questionnaire will be taken into consideration and items further revised or removed as needed.

The exact content of the author and editor surveys will not be finalised until pilot testing and study 1 are complete. However, it is likely that the surveys will focus on five domains. Examples of questions for participants are provided below.

1. Demographics
   Demographic information will be collected to provide descriptive information about the participants. Information to be collected will include details of profession/discipline, field of study, if an author or field of expertise if an editor, experience/years of research experience/number of publications, age range, gender, country of work and membership of professional associations.

2. Knowledge of TREND
   Participants could be asked: if they know of TREND or other reporting guidelines, and if so, when and how they learned of the reporting guidelines.

3. Use of the guidelines
   Questions relating to the use of reporting guidelines could include the following:
   - Whether they have used TREND or another reporting guideline, and if so, how (eg, to help inform the reporting of their study);
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4. Perceptions of the reporting guidelines and their impact

Participants could be asked:

▸ What they perceive to be the strengths and limitations of the reporting guidelines;
▸ How credible and transparent they think the guideline development process was;
▸ How useful and important reporting guidelines are for the reporting/instructions for authors of their own and others research/journals and
▸ How important for improving the reporting completeness of research they think it is to follow reporting guidelines such as TREND.

5. Factors that affect the use of TREND

Questions relating to factors that might affect participants’ use of TREND and other reporting guidelines are likely to focus on what they perceived as barriers to the use of TREND (eg, lack of awareness of the guidelines, word limits, perceived weakness or gaps in the guidelines, no perceived need for them, inconsistent information regarding the guidelines and the requirement to use them), and perceived facilitators to the use of TREND (eg, journal requirements for article submission, knowledge and previous use of reporting guidelines, beliefs about the importance of following reporting guidelines and high-level editorial and author support for the use of guidelines).

Data management and analysis

Data from the questionnaires will be de-identified and entered into PASW 18 by TF. Prior to data analysis, data cleaning will occur and a random selection of 5% of surveys will be entered a second time to check for accuracy of data entry. Multiple imputation method within PASW 18 will be used to address missing data.

Descriptive statistics will be used to summarise participants’ responses from the surveys. Reporting of the survey-based research will adhere to recommendations made by Kelly et al.47

Author and editor semi-structured interviews

Sample and recruitment

Approximately, 10 authors and editors who indicated a willingness to take part in a semi-structured telephone interview will be recruited. The authors and editors will be identified from their positive response to the survey question about their willingness to be interviewed. The authors and editors will be contacted via email to arrange a mutually convenient time to complete the semi-structured interview.

The transcription and thematic analysis of interviews will commence as soon as possible after the first interview to enable the project team to determine whether a thematic ‘saturation point’ is reached. In this way, the sample size can be increased if needed. A second call for volunteers to participate in an interview will be made if required.

Data collection procedures

Participants willing to be interviewed will be contacted via email to arrange a time to complete a semi-structured interview by telephone, Skype, or face-to-face. Details of the context of the interview will be recorded. Using semi-structured interviews will enable the participants to elaborate on questions and responses obtained from the survey that had previously been completed. In addition, semi-structured interviews, with some standardised questions, increase the comparability of participants’ responses.

The interviews will be digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim. Nvivo 9 software will be used to manage the data files and facilitate thematic analysis. Following transcription of the interviews, the participants will be offered the chance to review the transcripts to ensure that their views have been accurately expressed and transcribed. At this point, they could correct any errors in transcribing; add information not given at the time of the interview; and, remove sections they do not wish to be reported. Participants choosing to review the transcripts will be asked to do so within a 10-day period so as not to cause delays to the analysis and completion of the project.

Measures

The purpose of the semi-structured interview will be to obtain more detailed and background information for making decisions regarding the use of reporting guidelines. The results of study 1, the survey in study 2 and the work of Greenhalgh et al.52 will inform the topics in the interview. It is anticipated, for example, that the questions will address the context and factors such as informal decision-making processes, and the impact of different professional groups’ perspectives, knowledge base and skill set on the use of reporting guidelines.

Data management and analysis

Digital recordings of interviews will be stored securely on the University of Exeter network and the password protected. Data will be de-identified and any hardcopies of transcriptions will either be stored in locked filing cabinets within locked rooms or disposed of using confidential document disposal.

Thematic analysis will be undertaken to extract themes and details from the transcribed interview material that affect the dissemination, implementation and use of reporting guidelines. The analysis of the content of the interviews will take into consideration the roles,
motivations, context in which the interview was conducted, and identities of the participants and how these details might influence responses.

Thematic analysis will follow a six-phase process described by Braun and Clark: 48

1. Familiarisation with the content of the entire qualitative dataset. This will occur through TF conducting, transcribing and reading the interviews. Coinvestigators will familiarise themselves with the data by reading the completed transcripts of the interviews. Audio files and electronic copies of the transcriptions of the interviews will be imported into Nvivo 9 as they are completed.

2. Initial or provisional codes will be developed and data relating to each of them will be collated with Nvivo 9.

3. The initial codes will then be collated into a provisional set of themes with accompanying, relevant data.

4. Potential themes within the data will then be reviewed and checked against respective coded extracts of data and the complete data set.

5. Ongoing refining of themes will occur in order to ensure that they accurately reflect, discriminate between each other and convey the key messages from the interviews.

6. Final refinements to names, definitions and the scope of themes will occur during the writing of a report to be submitted for publication in a peer-reviewed journal. Extracts from the data will be included to illustrate the themes extrapolated from the dataset.

Throughout the analysis, ongoing discussions between the coinvestigators regarding the content of the data will occur. These joint discussions will explore the data, and the coinvestigators regarding the content of the data will be of interest to an audience well beyond those interested in TREND. Specifically, the findings are likely to lead to relevant questions and stimulate further development of the TREND guideline by generating evidence of how the implementation and dissemination of TREND has affected reporting completeness in studies with experimental, non-randomised designs within public health.

The findings of these studies will show how the implementation and dissemination of the TREND guideline has affected reporting completeness in studies with experimental, non-randomised designs within public health and public health research and what factors affect authors’ and journal editors’ use of reporting guidelines. The results of these studies will be published in peer-reviewed journals and presented at international conferences.

DISCUSSION

These studies aim to add to the existing literature on reporting guidelines by generating evidence of how the implementation and dissemination of TREND has affected reporting completeness in studies with experimental, non-randomised designs within public health.

In addition, study 2 represents the first attempt that we are aware of, to collect primary research evidence on perceived barriers and facilitators to the use of reporting guidelines. It is anticipated that the results of the studies will be of interest to an audience well beyond those interested in TREND. Specifically, the findings are likely to be relevant to authors, journal editors, guideline developers and researchers interested in improving the completeness and transparency of reporting of research and improving the effectiveness of dissemination and implementation of reporting guidelines.
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